Ralph Lauren Home presents Signature St. Jean Outdoor collection. Bohemian prints mix with rustic textures for a relaxed and modern appeal. Evocative of elevated coastal living, the collection is rendered in a palette of rich indigo with bright pops of color.

The ballet russes by James Malone Fabrics. During its 20 years of existence the Ballets Russes, created by Sergei Diaghilev in 1909, counted on numerous collaborations with artists ranging from Pablo Ruiz Picasso and Henri Matisse to Coco Chanel. These artists created the most amazing costumes for the company. We have submerged into this fantasy-like world to create our linen prints Pulcinella, Rossignol and Massine that combine seamlessly with our linen textures and plains.

My winter in Linen by Masters of Linen®
Place Saint Germain des Prés. Entirely upholstered in éditeurs’ new linen designs, the gondola unveils an all-round take on linen. A responsible local fibre with innovative applications, from decoration textiles to high performance composites for sports and leisure. This experience, as a wink to the 100 Linen Lanterns displayed in the streets of Paris, is brought by Masters of Linen®, the Linen certification of European excellence and traceability, and the Editors of Paris Déco Off.

Prepare your route by downloading the practical sheet here